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INTRODUCTION

By judging the sheer amount of Amazon’s innovations 
over a 12 months period from the Twitch acquisition to 
Prime Day and beyond, one quickly grasps the company’s 
relentless energy to become the “Everything Store”. Ama-
zon’s astonishing ambition that consumers should only 
need Amazon for their shopping and entertainment needs 
is unmatched and, perhaps, attainable.

This report analyses the latest activities of Amazon across 
its numerous business interests including food (Fresh), 
cloud computing (Amazon Web Service), Kindle, and on-
line marketplaces, both home and abroad. These are sup-
plemented with key financials and performance indicators 
that offer deeper insights into the company.

Amazon’s loyalty scheme Prime and the 3P marketplace 
are covered in depth since they are the foundations on 
which Amazon’s catch-all ecosystem is being built. With 
the stickiness these platforms provide, Amazon can afford 
to experiment with drones, connected kitchen devices, 
smartphones and so on to extend its presence in every 
aspect of shoppers lives.

Amazon is a fascinating and truly unique company. No 
other retailer has the logistical muscle and self-belief to 
try and monopolise shoppers’ online retail spending. Wi-
thout genuine competition, Amazon’s domination may 
well know no bounds.



KEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED

How big are Amazon’s net sales per country? How •	
many active customer accounts does Amazon have 
per country website? What are the growth rates? How 
many of Amazon’s active buyers, those who bought so-
mething in the last 12 months, are prime subscribers?

How many prime subscriptions are there per country •	
website? How many more prime subscribers are there 
in the USA compared to France? How fast is the rate 
of subscriptions growing? What are the 7 key benefits 
prime brings to Amazon? And what is the future of the 
loyalty scheme? 

How does Amazon Prime work? Why is it so powerful? •	
How successful was Amazon’s Prime day? What is si-
gnificant about its tie up with Alibaba in China?

What do the Amazon Dash products offer potential cus-•	
tomers? How might the products impact grocery shop-
ping habits? Will connected kitchen devices become a 
real profit centre or will they remain a gimmick?

What are the average prices of Amazon best sellers? •	
Which country has the highest, which the lowest 
AOV?

How often do Amazon customers buy from 1P on •	
average? Every other month, every month, every two 
weeks? Are there significant differences between coun-
tries? Who is buying most often?

What are the three core factors that Amazon’s interna-•	
tional expansion strategy is based?

Why is the online marketplace such a powerful business •	
model? How has Amazon’s own Marketplace transfor-
med the company’s fortunes?



FEATURES

Average order values from Amazon 1P in its major geo-•	
graphies in 2013 -2016

1P Sales by geography in $m, average price, total units, •	
customers, frequency

Includes data insights mined from our Amazon best •	
seller tracker series, benchmarking Amazon best sellers 
across geographies and months

Detailed statistics about net sales, active customer ac-•	
counts and prime subscriptions per country

Forecasts for 1P sales, 3P sales and Amazon GMV•	

Includes shopper insight, proprietary customer survey •	
data

Evaluation of business principles around international •	
expansion, logistics roll out, inventory turn and tighter 
integration of key strategic principles into every busi-
ness unit.

Heavy recommendation focus, recommendations to •	
FMCG and retailers over a ten year horizon

Financials, KPIs and benchmarks including net sales, US •	
and International sales per country, and product seg-
ment sales 2008-2014

An outlook on Amazon’s future towards domination•	

Methodology
The report is brought to you by Europe’s premier experts on Amazon, featuring ano-
nymised quotes of current and former Amazonians. Our sources for the study include 
unprecedented access to the company, a proprietary Amazon customer panel, our 
Amazon Best seller tracker tool, expert opinion and consumer surveys.



KEY BENEFITS

Learn about and copy the logistics strategy•	

Leverage key insights for your own growth strategy by •	
copying successful innovations and the Amazon way of 
doing things

Understand how to copy winning strategies such as •	
ecosystem development, loyalty driver creation, the use 
of algorithms, advertising and prime

Prepare for the future of retail, where Amazon will sit at •	
the heart of a massive ecosystem, creating a multitude 
of new winners and losers

Grasp which manufacturers and retailers have to fear a •	
new competitor and identify the opportunity for those 
who want to join the ecosystem

Understand the threat and opportunity that is Amazon •	
from a strategy standpoint and a numbers perspective, 
find out how big Amazon will become over the next 
decade

Find out about growth opportunities for and with Ama-•	
zon and identify key threats to Amazon, Amazon white 
spaces and weaknesses and the risks associated with 
working with the pureplay

Benchmark your performance against the best in class, •	
find out how to future proof your business

Gain key insights into one of the most active and inno-•	
vative retail companies in the world

Understand Amazon’s mindset for success from its esta-•	
blished successful businesses (Marketplace, Prime) bets 
for the future (drone and one-hour delivery), and even 
its failures (mobile wallet, Elements, Fire smartphone)

Discover Amazon’s activities both at home and abroad, •	
especially the foreign markets it has pinpointed to be 
key to future growth
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«Research Farm publishes great reports every year, and each report 
brings a unique perspective compared to any other information 
available elsewhere: the analyses go deep, they are supported with 
data, but what I most value is that each report is built around a ‘clear 
story’, contains proprietary insights and even sometimes innovative 
projections into the future which help us to think out of the box.»
Global Channel Category sales
Nestle waters

«For us the ResearchFarm reports are so useful. The information provided give us the opportu-
nity to increase our knowledge about the retail industry and its key trends.»
Rafael Florez - CEO GS1 Columbia

«The discounters reports  were and still are very helpful as we got lots of detailed information 
and figures we haven’t found anywhere else. This has helped us to progress with our plans of 
expansion in the US  and convince people internally of the market potential.»
Marketing Manager - Bonifaz-Kohler

«On DLF’s (Danish Association of Fast Moving Consumer Goods Manufacturers) New Years 
Conference we had the great pleasure to hear ResearchFarm speak about future trends in on-
line grocery retailing. The feed back from the conference participants was very positive as they 
gave ResearchFarm’s presentation the highest score of all speakers, finding the analysis about 
the key success factors of chosen EU and US online retailers both very interesting and inspiring. 
We can therefore give ResearchFarm our best recommendation.»
Dagligvareleverandørerne
Danish Association of Fast Moving Consumer Goods Manufacturers

Testimonials - Our Clients Say It Best
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